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Mary Mccallester 1824

Vickie of NeedleWorkPress loves cows! And
isn’t that just the best cow you’ve ever seen?!

Brought to you by
NeedleWorkPress

Because of my difficult schedule for the next two months
through our moving the shop, we’re announcing our April &
May Co-Samplers of the Month early, because now I won’t
have to focus on the next one until June!
We’re so fortunate to have the model of this incredible
sampler in the shop so I could take close-ups!
As a Sampler of the Month, you may save 15% on the
purchase of two of the following through May:
* chart $28
* Lakeside Linen (on 40c w/2-inch margins, $32)
* silk threadpack as set forth in the chart, combining both
NPI silks & Belle Soie, $89 ~ don’t you just love the effect the
overdyed silk gives in the expansive lawn area?!

The chart from NeedleWorkPress includes a bit of information about the
original samplermaker and historical information about the area where she lived.

Love the ship and the ricestitch section and especially
the acorn border!
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Seeing the original antique of this Sampler
from Saxony, “ATS 1871” from Gigi R
Collection Privée, was one of the
highlights of my Nashville trip. Gigi
brought it in her suitcase! It has a stitch
count of 237w x 670h ~ we’ve ordered
special cuts of linen for it, a beautiful
vintage color from Lakeside Linens,
and it will be available in special cut
lengths to accommodate the length (33.5”
on 40c, 37.2” on 36c).
We’ve also
ordered it in 45c, but I haven’t
determined that price as of now.

Because I know my schedule will be
difficult for the next two months with
the moving of the shop, I’ve already
named this a Co-Sampler of the
Month for April & May, along with
another beautiful sampler that I will
show you next time, and will honor
the SOM discount now through May.
Save 15% on your purchase of two of
the following:
* chart $24
* special cut of 40c or 36c Lakeside
Linen $44
* overdyed silks $230.50 OR, if you
must, the overdyed cottons $112.20

Sampler from Saxony

n d’un sampler ancien issu de la collection
de GigiR

Transcription of an old sampler from the collection of
A GigiR

Charted for hand-dyed cottons, of course we did a
silk conversion ~ price next time! I left it at the
shop and I’m at home about to pack for Nashville!

Thank you, Gigi, for sending the close-up photos to
show the magnificence of this antique needlework.
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As an Attic Addicts Club member, save 15% on the
following in May:
* All Gigi & NeedleWorkPress Charts
* A “kit” for any Gigi or NeedleWorkPress chart with handdyed linen & silks for the chart, both solids & hand-dyes
Saturday, May 25, Parking Lot Sale, 9 - 11 a.m. Yup,
you guessed it: In the move we found LOTS of great
goodies in the nooks and crannies of the old Attic, and we
don’t want to continue to store them. Unbelievable bargains!
You won’t want to miss this two-hour special event!
S a t u r d a y, J u n e 1 , 1 0 : 3 0 - 1 2 : 3 0 ,
Beginning Linen This class is appropriate
for both beginning stitchers and anyone
wishing to refine their skills. The class
project is Linda’s Tulip needlebook design,
and the $30 fee includes her expert instruction

Our “Patriotic” Section

+ materials.
Sunday, June 23, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ Because of
Father’s Day and with five Sundays in June, we will gather
on the fourth Sunday in June. Fee $10. Please register.

New Photos of Maegan & Zoe

Friday ~ Sunday, August 2-4, Summer Sampler Soiree 2
Details on page 5!

November
Zoe sleeping!

November 8 - 11, 2013 ~ Jackie du Plessis/
The weekend has been selected ~ and project
photos and descriptions are on page 5.

November 23, 2013 ~ Our 16th Annual Silent Auction for Breast
Cancer Research, 6-8 pm, at The Gathering Place, 1837 West
Guadalupe, Suite 107, Mesa, right NEXT DOOR to our new shop!

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes
for a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or
more) with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.

Maegan & Zoe on Mother’s Day

We are planning a
Meet ‘n Greet/Baby
Shower for Baby Zoe
s o m e t i m e i n Ju n e.
Watch for the date to be
announced soon!
Zoe awake!
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. . . with classes beginning at 5 PM Friday night, August 2
- Sunday noon, August 4 at Hyatt Place Mesa. The hotel
is offering us the same amazing rates: $89/night for both
King and Queen/Queen. Call 1.888.HYATT.HP
(1-888-492-8847). Local phone number is 480.969-8200 ~
don’t forget to ask for the “Attic Needlework” group rate.
Our Summer School faculty again includes all of our very talented and creative designers in the desert:
Linda/Samplers Remembered, Gloria/Milady’s Needle, Vickie & Maegan/NeedleWorkPress,
Linda/Needlemade Designs, Bunny & Apryl/Priscilla’s Pocket, & Tanya/The Scarlett House.
For your Summer School Tuition of $425 (by July 5; $475 after July 5) you will
receive six amazing projects, all of your meals, the opportunity to win some great
door prizes, and more wonderful surprises. (Tuition increase after July 5 is to
accommodate last-minute kitting.) This amazingly reasonable tuition for six lovely
projects is only possible because all of these ladies are local and have no travel
expenses (airplane & hotel). Don’t miss out on the funnest Summer School ever!
The beginnings of Tanya’s project!

Linda D’s project that includes
box with pincushion top,
scissor fob, sampler & more!

On Saturday night we’re again having a PJ Party (and a Show & Share, an
opportunity to share your finished or in-progress needlework with others). I hope
you’ll join us! Some of us locals are again having an “away” girlfriends’ weekend at
this very affordable room rate! Two or three can share a suite (the spacious living
area features a comfortable sofa-sleeper that is separated from the sleeping area).

SUMMER SCHOOL SCRAP EXCHANGE
Remember the fun of swapping items for your lunch in grade school? Or perhaps even being a step more daring and
trading jackets for a day? Vickie says, “I remember once having to stand in the corner for wearing Blanche Anne Moore's
raincoat.” Well, this year, we're asking you to gather up as many fabric scraps as you care to bring for a Summer School
Scrap Exchange. "But I don't sew," you may be thinking right about now. No worries! Anything from old drapery scraps
to the yards of fabric in that old print dress will do. Of course, if you have scraps from finishing projects or that yard of
gingham you just never used, bring those, too.

In the background, Vickie’s antique huswif that
served as the inspiration for one of the weekend
projects, and two heart pincushions, one an
antique. Can you tell which is the antique?

Why on earth are you asking us to do this? Well, because based on a 19th-century huswif, we're going to gather enough
"scraps" to make our own. Oh, there are surprises along the way, compliments of each faculty member at Summer School.
So stay tuned as the date draws near and start gathering those scraps!
P.S. You're also welcome to bring about eight pieces of harmonious fabric that you love if you want to create the "perfect"
huswif. You can get an idea of the multitude of colors used in the antique by checking out the photo, on the left, of the
heart-shaped pinkeeps. It's in the background.
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I am pleased to publish photos, workshop prices, and hotel information for this very special Attic event. We are privileged to host these Jackie
workshops the weekend of November 8-11 at the Hyatt Place in Mesa, located just 15 minutes from our new Attic, with shuttle service available
to and from the shop. Reservations with the hotel can be made by calling 888-492-8847 or 480-969-8200. You must ask for the “Attic
Needlework” group rate (King $99; Double Queen $109) or go online to http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html These
rates are available before and after the weekend for any of you who wish to come early or stay longer. The rates include a deluxe continental
breakfast, unlimited high-speed Internet access, 24-hour access to the StayFit@Hyatt fitness room and e-room business center, and use of the
swimming pool, 9-hole executive putting green, and shuttle service within a five-mile radius upon availability.
The weekend schedule with workshop prices is as follows:
Friday, November 8, 2 - 8 pm (with a break for a light supper at 5) ~ Attic of Dreams $150
Saturday, November 9, 9 - 4 pm (with a lunch break at 12:00) ~ The Un-Played Piano $200
Saturday night, 5-??, Wine & Food Reception at the shop open to all workshop participants
Sunday, November 10, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Ebony & Ivory $200
Monday, November 11, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Secret Garden $250

Attic of Dreams
Specialty stitches adorn this functional
needle and thread keep sampler. Stitched
with fine hand-dyed fibers and finished
with a specialty dyed ribbon, this sampler is
a must for all sampler enthusiasts.
Kit includes all fibers, linen, and ribbons to
complete project as seen in picture. All you
need to do is add your favorite needles and
silk fibers.
No pre-work required for this project.
This is the debut of a series, with a basket
with needlework accessories coming in the
future.
“Attic of Dreams” was created just for us
and our workshop events. Jackie says she
had such a wonderful time the last time she
taught for us that she wanted to give back ~
and the one way she could do that was to
create a special sampler piece. And
because she cannot help herself, the
sampler grew into being part of a
collection.
I am honored to have a special Attic project
from Jackie!
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“The Un-Played Piano,” a three-dimensional etui constructed into
the shape of an upright piano, is stitched on 32ct linen with silk and
hand-dyed silk flowers.
The entire top section of the piano folds back to reveal a functional
silk interior, created to hold and store your treasured tools. Once
the piano is opened, two storage sections can be found, one with a
pageable Scrimshaw piano key bar for a tiny laying tool, bodkin or
buttonhook and the second for a removable storage tool tray. Jackie
recommends you bring your favorite tools to class so that we can
customize your removable tray to fit your tools and etui.
The upright piano’s front panel has two spiral trellis stitch medallions
that are adapted to function as magnets to temporarily hold tiny
needle or pin. Tiny brass-colored brads are used as decoration and
as stoppers so that the etui balances open without toppling over.
Jackie used a vintage vegetable ivory button for her model, but she
will not be able to supply these buttons and will substitute with a
reproduction mother-of-pearl shank button. (If you would like to
hunt for a look-alike, it should be a 1/4" shank in a rust/wine color).
Your kit will include all the supplies to stitch and assemble the “UnPlayed Piano” as well as the scrimshaw treat seen attached to the
interior of the bodkin storage area. Pre-work will be available ~ prestitching materials available in mid-August.
Optional items: The tiny etui scissors and Scrimshaw sheet music
thread winder will be available for purchase.
I LOVE this etui ... perhaps because I once played the piano, but it is
now unplayed!

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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“Ebony and Ivory” started as just a needlebook. Jackie says, “A friend of mine
gave me a tiny Shaker needlebook, and I wanted to re-create the poplar wood
and ribbon weaving. So I spent many hours looking and playing and finally
found a guitar guy who does inlay work to cut bone for me and this is what I used
in the back of the needlebook.” Stitched on 34ct Devonshire cream linen with
Ebony and Ivory silk.
“After the needlebook was done I needed something to hold the needlebook so I
created the necessaire.”
This is a big project so it is broken up, for both time and cost considerations. Our
workshop will include the needlebook, necessaire with fob, and laying tool holder.
The ort and carrier will be an optional kit ($75) to order.
Silks used are Silk Bella, Au Ver A’Soie and silk ribbons. The buttons seen in the
piece are also made in class, tiny Dorset style buttons. Pre-work will be available
~ pre-stitching materials available in mid-August.
Stunning black and white set!

“Ebony and Ivory” is all silk - ribbon, fibers, fabric.
Jackie says, “I loved the check fabric so much that I used
a check edging stitch seen in one of the pictures to mimic
the check fabric. To add the different layers of color
using only black and creme, I added ribbons and fabric
behind areas. The tiny fob, as check fabric lining the
eyelet stitches, creating a windowpane effect. I really like
this piece but it is a nightmare to kit and so expensive...I
do not know if I will ever teach it again.”
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Jackie’s Monday Workshop: Secret Garden Necessaire
See the sweet little
watering-can pincushion!

Inspired by the lush and peaceful 16th and
17th century gardens, using contemporary
embroidery techniques, each student will
create a practical necessaire. The "Secret
Garden Necessaire" stores flat into a hand/
pocket-sized case with strap closure. A variety
of silk fibers will bring the garden to life using
a multitude of stitches creating paths, hedges
and spectacular flowerbeds.
The entire
necessaire is bordered with an exquisite brick
wall teaming with vines. These four brick walls
stand upright once the necessaire is opened to
reveal the secret garden interior. The secret
garden interior will showcase flowerbeds,
hedges, maybe a fountain or more to tuck and
stow your needlework tools.
This class will focus on all stitches and hand
finishing techniques. Kit is complete with
stitching and finishing supplies, including color
instructions and graphs and detailed color
pictures of stitches and finishing steps.

Jackie is particularly proud of this
piece, and she says it is especially
dear to her because she created it
while her Mom was sick and finished
it after she passed. There is so much
silk in this kit. There are two folding
walls to hold tools; the two smaller
walls are finished as pockets and
attach to one another to create the
secret garden box.
Each of the
flower beds are functional ~ they
either hold tools or needles as a
needlebook. The fountain is stitched
with detached buttonhole and opens
to store buttons as a pouch. The back
panel is stitched too and attaches to
the front creating a secret storage
area as well.

Students should bring: magnification and
additional light, if needed, notebook and
pencil, and general stitching and finishing
supplies, such as pins, needles, shears. Also
bring a Q-snap and or frame for a 8" x 8" cut.
Included in this kit will be a tiny watering can
pincushion, the supplies to create the topiary,
and the ribbon vine scissor embellishment.
Every “Secret Garden” needs a secret treat ~
and that will be handed out in class.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Mystery Sampler from Little House Needleworks
Beginning in June, a Mystery Sampler from the incredibly talented Diane Williams
that will give you something to sing about throughout the seasons!
This is a three-part series available beginning in mid-June over a three-month
period. There are 13 Weeks skeins used in the main design, some in multiples; the
Weeks threadpack will be $29.
The design size will be 151H x 178W, presented by the designer on a 30c
Weeks linen, a cut with 2.5”+ margins for $16. We will also offer cuts on smallercount linens for those who prefer, as well as a conversion to silk overdyes, which
won’t be available until after mid-June when we receive Part 1 with the color list.
The subsequent parts will be available in mid-July & mid-August.

A Lovely New Reproduction

We showed you this last week ~ and here, above, are the charted silks. Time
permitting, soon I’ll spend time tweaking the colors to all overdyes, if possible.

Left, from Shakespeare’s Peddler, “Sarah Chapple
1831” $25. We’ve begun to work with the silks and convert
to all hand-dyed silks, but it isn’t complete yet.
Here is the sampler’s verse:
On Isaiah c. 40th v. 8th
And is it so that to life's journey's end
God still will prove my Father and my Friend,
To all my weakness still will bend his ear,
And my most feeble accents deign to hear?
Sweet truth _ the fading flower that blooms today,
May ere to_morrows dawn, have passed away.
The grass may wither, and the flower may fade.
Our brightest hope be wrapp'd in deepest shade,
"But God's own word for ever shall endure,"
It stands to all eternity secure!.
Sarah Chapple
Her Work
Aged 11 Years
1831
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Clockwise from left: Stoney Creek’s “Rose” $7.50, 106 x 106, or stitch the
whole garden! ~ from Ship’s Manor “Old Glory” $10. 129 x 134 ~
$16 204 x 204 ~ and from
Tempting Tangles’ “Purple-Licious” $1,
England’s Little Dove Designs, “Friendship Sampler” $12, 174 x 78

5 sweet designs, each $11, from England’s iStitch
Designs, clockwise from far left: “Sew Buttons” ~ “Sew
a Brown Bunny” ~ “Sew Rabbits” ~ “Sew Sweet” ~
“Sew Fuschia” ~ and “Sew Petite,” and the Image
Stitchery Designs hornbooks are on order and
should be here soon ~ designer Carol has posted a
tutorial on the finishing of these hornbooks *HERE*
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Clockwise from above: Pineberry Lane’s “Proper Sisters School of Needlework” $12 ~ Heartstring
Samplery’s “Always in My Heart” $10, another in this tribute to grandmothers series ~ “Betsy’s
House” $9 from Paulette at Plum Street Samplers ~ 2 from Sandra/Homespun Elegance,
“Annual Santa Ornaments 1995 - 2002” $12 & “Peacock Manor” $14 ~ and new from The
Traveling Stitcher, “Caroline Baird 1843” $20, reproduced on Lakeside’s V. Autumn Gold using a
variety of luscious silk threads, including Belle Soie, Gloriana & Gloriana’s Florimell, & NPI, shown below.
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“A School Girl’s Workboxe for the Needle,” 9 x 5w x 6h, a schoolgirl’s
trunk, the perfect place to house your stitching and other precious
treasures, like your favorite scissors and needle. This Pennsylvania
piece, handcrafted and hand-painted, features a delightful scene with a
brick house, trees, a crescent moon, quilt-shaped stars, a deer, and the
schoolgirl for which this was named, the make-believe Elizabeth
Crumb. Inside the workbox you will find a small drawstring stenciled
bag containing a 2” first stitch starter, a project board with a ring for
your threads, and a heart-shaped scissor fob. We are taking
reservations now for a late June delivery. $59

Coming Soon from Liberty Hill

Publisher’s Recall of My Name is Lidya
Coming from Carriage
House Samplings
Right, “Agness Rowlandson” $18 includes
both the original sampler reproduction as
well as the adaptation. Charted for NPI
(and DMC), we’ll be doing a conversion
to overdyed silks. Love the young ladies
(needleworkers, I’m sure) under the arbor!

A Sampler with a Special
Message to Parents

I received an email earlier today recalling all
copies of this wonderful book “because of
some production problems,” with the
publisher’s sincere apologies for these errors.
Rather than issuing a lengthy correction sheet,
they are replacing all copies at no charge.
If you have purchased the book, please
call Anna Bernard at 816.234.4297 or email
her at abernard@kestar.com to request your
new copy, again at no charge.
The new version of the book will ship
within 3 weeks.
The publisher is making every effort to
reach out to all who have purchased the book
to make things right, and they again
apologized.

Right, we showed you this Reflets de Soie
reproduction of “Anaïs Curveur 1896”
previously, but learned more intriguing
information about it after Andrea of our
staff fell in love with it, decided to stitch it,
but was keen to know what the words at the
top of the sampler say. The translation:
“live long be happy dear parents are my
wishes.” Isn’t that sweet? And I learned
that Reyssouze is located in Ain in the
Rhone Alps region of France, according to
a Google search. Below, Andrea’s start.

, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Left, Donna’s beautifully
finished sampler.
Right, my in-progress sampler,
showing the area with the verse
and name, which is the
s u g g e s t e d M a y & Ju n e
stitching.
The entire verse,
name, and other information is
worked over one linen thread.
Joanne suggests a cross stitch. I
used a continental stitch on the
40c linen. The over-one words
I found a bit tedious at times,
so I worked my way down into
the large floral band, as a
diversion.

The verses on “Ann Bowers”
Arise Awake Your Lamps to Take
And Do No Longer Slumber You
Must Then Trim To Waite on Him
Unto His Wedding Chamber * Ann
Bowers Her Sampler Made In The 13
Year of Her Age * * W X Y Z
Love Thou The Lord And He Will
Be A Tender Father Unto The WXY

Hints for this month’s stitching: ALL of the dividing bands are stitched over 2 and ALL of the words are
stitched over one. The confusing part for me was to correctly "place" every other dividing band, as every other
one, beginning with the one below the words "Arise Awake Your Lamps To Take," is placed one line off of where it
"feels" like it should be.
Looking at Chart B, see the dividing band above the "Arise Awake." Its first stitch is in line with the border
"x" ~ but going down to the one below the "Arise Awake," that first stitch is placed between two stitches in the "x"
border. I found the easiest way to find its correct placement was to count the x's in the border, and that first DB
(dividing band) begins BETWEEN the #8 X and the #9 X. The important thing to remember is that Chart B is a
diagram showing each thread line.

More “Ann Bowers”

Ann Bowers Sampler
Joanne provides the following information in the kit: “Ann Bowers was
born in Newport on June 18th, 1734. She was the daughter of Jonathan
Bowers, a builder of boats, and Mary Boss. We know that the family
were members of the Quaker Society of Friends in Newport. Perhaps
due to the economic devastation experienced in Newport during the
American Revolution and the death of her father, Ann and her mother
moved to Swansey, Massachusetts in 1780. We have no further
genealogical information to glean on the remainder of Ann’s life.”
Stitches used in this piece are cross stitch over two threads, cross
stitch over one thread, back stitch, satin stitch, Algerian eye, and queen
stitch. On 35c linen, sampler size is 9 3/4 x 21 1/2; on 40c linen, 8 1/2
x 18 3/4.
The kit is available on 35c linen with DMC ($80) or 35c or 40c
linen with silk ($150). I’m stitching mine with silk on 40c.
It’s not too late to join us on this Stitch-Along journey to reproduce
Ann Bowers’ beautiful sampler. Let us know which linen and thread you
would like ~ we currently have kits in stock.

One wonders how proud Ann would be of her beautiful sampler if she knew how many
needleworkers around the world are reproducing her work. Above, a group from the New
Jersey Samplermakers who are stitching (or have finished) the lovely Ann Bowers Sampler.
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The natural light from the north-facing wall of bay windows and the expandable tables made a comfortable “classroom” for the 20+ ladies this past Sunday.

Clockwise from above: Tanya/Scarlett House’s
new “She Feeds Them Well” ~ Tanya’s inprogress “Ann Sims” from Homespun
Elegance ~ Adria’s “Elizabeth Hancock”
from Little House Needlework ~ Tanya’s
over-one alphabet from Prairie Schooler

, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Clockwise from above: Gloria/Milady’s Needle just completed her
model for this new reproduction of a very lovely Norfolk sampler,
which we will be thrilled to spotlight as our June Sampler of the
Month (see next week’s eNewsletter) ~ Helen’s “Spanish Sampler”
from Page/Samplar Workes ~ Betsy’s “Mary Tillinghast,” a
reproduction from Sheepish Designs, and “Mercy Hopkins,” a
reproduction kit available from The Examplarery
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Clockwise from above left:
Tedra’s “Sampler aux
Bouquet” from Jardin
Privé combining all 3
parts ~ Evelyn’s “Anne
Aurio” from Gigi R
Designs ~ Barbara’s
“Summer Alphabet
Sampler” from Chessie
& M e ~ L i n d a S ’s
“Gabrielle Rose,” a lovely
birth sampler from La-DDa that was her 100th
design, & Le Chalet des
Pérelles’ “Maisons
Routes 2012” ~ and
Deb’s “Shores of Hawk
Ru n H o l l o w ” f r o m
Carriage House
Samplings

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More Show & Share at Sampler Sunday

Clockwise from below: Molly’s “EH 1746” from The
Essamplaire & Molly’s “ATS 1871/Saxony Sampler”
& Carol J’s “Virginie Grimoux,” both from Gigi R

Clockwise from the right: Angelica’s
“Elizabeth J M Mears Sampler” from
Queenstown Sampler Designs ~
Michelle’s start on “Mary Moteshed”
from NeedleWorkPress and her
fi n i s h o f P r i m i t i v e H a r e ’ s
complimentary chart ~ Cindy’s “Ann
Dale” from Shakespeare’s Peddler,
with cheers from the group because the
border is finished ~ and it met!

, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Clockwise from the left: Carolyn’s “Faith” “Hope” & Love” from
Erica Michaels, done on 40c silk gauze, & “September House”
from Country Cottage Needleworks ~ Kay’s “Golden Grains”
from Carolyn Mitchell ~ Jean C’s “Mother’s Heart” from
Shepherd’s Bush ~ Brenda’s “Peace Sheep Virtues” from Little
House Needleworks ~ “A Sampling in the Square” by Blue
Ribbon Designs ~ 3 from My Big Toe Designs: “Christmas
Pinkies II” & “Grace Building Blocks” & “A Woman of Noble
Character” ~ and Cheryl’s “Endymion” from Primitive Hare,
inspired by John Keats and his love for the sweet Fanny Brawne, who
coincidentally was a stitcher, the perfect subject matter for a sampler!

, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Above & Below, Alice came in yesterday with her sister, and
we were thrilled to ooh and ah over her beautiful finishes of
Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods’ exquisite workshop
projects, “A Fine and Fancy Tulip Tray,” taught at The
Attic this past January, and “Blue Ribbon Sewing Box,” a
project that I covet!
Upper right, Shannon’s beautiful “SDW” from The Scarlet
Letter and, right, side-by-side, Angelica’s and Shannon’s
“Elizabeth J M Mears Sampler” from Queenstown
Sampler Designs.

Even the sunsets are more spectacular at our new location!

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com

